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It's all about saving your money!

Energy Management and more...

Special E
dition
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Detect loss of compressed air

Saving through switching offSaving through switching off

Reduce power expenses Prevent loss of water

 

 Control power consumption 
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Special Edition

The latest generation of system can use existing 
Ethernet lines and includes a fully developed alarm 
management system. A typical setup is shown by 
means of a small system in Fig.1 and 2.

    Energy Management and more...

 
The FRAKO Energy Management System (EMS) 
provides information on energy and other proces-
sing data for the customer. At the same time certain 
parts of the system realize energy savings in the 
background. 

Figure 2:  System tree in EM software for the 
example depicted in Fig.1

Figure 1: Typical setup of a small system

Ethernet

EMG 1500-PN
IP-Adr.: 10.192.255.28

FRAKO Starkstrombus®

EMA 1101
Bus address: 50

EMIS® 1500
IP-Adr.: 10.192.255.133

EMF 1102
Bus address: 20

EML 1101
Bus address: 60
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    Three domains to start with…

The FRAKO Energy Management System started out 
some 15 years ago with the coverage of 3 domains, 
all of them strongly related to electrical energy:

n Power Quality Monitoring

n Maximum Demand Control

n Power Factor Correction

In context of the 2nd and 3rd domain there are EM 
instruments available that realize direct savings by 
minimizing the following two items of charge on your 
electricity bill:

1. Expenses for maximum demand (often charged  
 as kW per month) are reduced considerably:  
 Payback periods usually range from ½ to 1½  
 years.

2. Expenses for reactive work (often charged as  
 kVArh above a certain % - age of consumed active 
 work) are reduced to zero: Typical payback peri- 
 ods are about 2 - 3 years.

Within the first domain – Power Quality – no direct 
savings (on bills) are realized, because bad power 
quality is not penalized by the utilities (yet). However 
monitoring of power quality becomes an increasingly 
prominent issue: Early warnings prevent the custo-
mers from costly malfunctions such as production 
downtimes.

 
Energy Management and more...

    Domain No. 4: Monitoring con- 
 sumption of electrical energy   
 and other resources

The third item of charge on your electricity bill, the 
consumed electrical energy (kWh), is covered by the 
fourth domain of the FRAKO Energy Management 
System: Cost Allocation. 

Here FRAKO chose for a very flexible setup: 

Coupling to arbitrary devices with a pulse output. 
These pulse outputs can be connected to the EM 
system. Among others, electrical energy meters with 
pulse output can easily be connected. 

With this same solution all other sorts of meters and 
counters (gas, water, compressed air, counters of 
pieces, etc.) can be linked to the system via pulse 
outputs. There the consumption and the rate of con-
sumption can be monitored both as actual and histo-
rical values.

In addition the customer can carry out submete-
ring of electrical energy and other resources.  Fig. 4 
shows a monthly report for electrical energy, maxi-
mum demand expenses and natural gas expenses 
set up as a spread sheet. These figures are calcula-
ted from ¼ - hourly readings of hundreds of subme-
ters installed at the site and connected to the system. 
The data are accessed from the SQL database that 
is delivered along with the Central Data Collector 
EMIS 1500.

Electrical Energy Consumption

Operation Service

Heating breakdown

Gas Consumption

Easy Configuration,
Display of all Data

Alarm Messages

Water Consumption

Consumption of Compressed Air

Interface to the FRAKO 
Energy-Managment-

System

Temperature Monitoring

Temperature 
°C

Figure 3:  
Cost Center and Alarm Unit 
EMF 1102 can be connected 
to pulse meters and other 
pulse emitting devices.
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Energy Management and more...

Also analogue values can be registered via 4 - 20 mA, 
0 -10 V signals or pulse frequencies. 

In this way many readings can be included in the sys-
tem. Examples are: temperature, humidity, pressure, 
pollution of exhaust gas and waste water, states of 
machines, etc. (See Fig. 3)

Another words the Cost Center and Alarm Unit 
EMF  1102 can also be used to link to all sorts of 
process data. Often a glance at these data is very  
helpful at solving riddles. 

This is illustrated by the example on page 5.

Figure 4:  
Spreadsheet with monthly report of cost for energy 
consumption and maximum demand
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 Controlling process data directly,  
an example
For aging tests of power capacitors these are ope-
rated at over voltage and over temperature for 
thousands of hours. These tests are interrupted 
every once in a while for measurements of capacity 
and loss factor.

Whenever these tests reveal an unsatisfactory qua-
lity, action is taken. Of course such results could also 
be due to artefacts… and thanks to EM we became 
aware of such an artefact early enough to prevent us 
from all sorts of costly searches in the wrong direc-
tions. The temperature of the testing oven was set 
to 83°C and it was regulated by a thermostat that via 
contactor turned the heating device on and off. Now 
this particular contactor just began to malfunction, 
not opening at times as it was supposed to.

Such temperature peaks damage the capacitors con-
siderably, even when those peaks last only a short 
time. Without EM this malfunction would have been 
registered much later and production processes or 
even development errors would have been taken as 
causes for the “bad quality” of the tested capacitors.

 
Energy Management and more...

 There are many other examples of early recognitions 
of hazardous faults such as

n Water pipe bursts

n Performance drops of generators, that were used  
 for maximum demand control (just think, how  
 expensive a break down of that generator during  
 peak times would have been)

n Reduced effi ciency of compressors

n Critical environmental data (historical values are  
 extremely helpful for passing eco audits)

n etc.

Figure 6: Interfaces available 
at FRAKO Energy Manage-
ment System. Interfaces listed 
to the left side can be used for 
im- and export, those listed 
on the right either for im- or 
export.

 Modularity and Interfacing...
The design of the Energy Management System is 
modular in two respects: Firstly there are different 
modules that can be used (choice which domains 
should be covered). Secondly in the sense that it can 
easily be embedded into an even bigger, superimpo-
sed system. In this latter respect the FRAKO Energy 
Management System can be viewed as a module. In 
this context the issue of interfaces is most important:

Figure 5: Test oven temperature logged by FRAKO EMS. Hazar-
dous peak due to a defective contactor was recognized early 
enough – thanks to EMS.

 

A very frequent example of exchange of data with 
other systems is the connection of the Maximum 
Demand Controller EML 1101 to Building Manage-
ment Systems (BMS) via RS 232 using the protocol 
3964R / RK512. The BMS sheds loads according to 
the input of EML 1101. Advantages are: Reduced 
cost for installation and making use of knowledge of 
processes these shedded loads are involved in.

More recent examples are SQL accesses being used 
by standard visualizations such as spread sheets 
and web based applications.
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	 Summary	and	final	remarks...

The FRAKO Energy Management System provides 
information on energy and other processing data. 
In addition certain parts realize savings in the back-
ground.

The system covers the domains PFC, Maximum 
Demand, Power Quality and Cost Allocation.

Data is transferred in most cases via Ethernet and 
FRAKO Bus. Also information available in other pro-
tocols (such as MOD Bus, etc.) can be readily visua-
lized and processed by FRAKO EMS.

Cost Allocation data metered and submetered typi-
cally are written in an SQL Data base, which is deli-
vered as part of the Central Data Collecting Unit 
EMIS 1500. Those data then can be summarized for 
instance in form of monthly reports.

All data are visualized by the standard visualization 
software “EMVIS-NET” online as well as in form of 
historical data as function of time. These plots are 
very helpful at analyzing process faults.

 
Energy Management and more...

A rich choice of hardware and software interfaces 
allows easy embedding of FRAKO EMS in a setup of 
other systems… 

Currently several hundred systems are used in many 
different European and other countries.

The costs of the systems range from below 1000 to 
several hundred thousand Euro, depending on their 
size.

One of the biggest applications is a network of some 
25 companies located throughout Central Europe. 
These are interconnected by Ethernet to one system. 
Here the system tree in the software contains all 25 
Central Data Collecting Units along with all devices 
connected to them.

Changes in the configuration of a system, such as 
installing and adding a new meter in most cases are 
carried out by the user himself: The modular software 
does not have to be changed for newly introduced 
data points.

Author: Dr. Wulf Rittershausen 
  Training and Project Manager 
  FRAKO Kondensatoren- und Anlagenbau GmbH
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multisio
Central storage modules
with load profile memory

multisio
Expansion modules (input)

4 x digital

multisio
Expansion module (output)

multicount
Energy counter with load profile memory

multimax
Maximum demand monitor with load 

multimax
Maximum demand monitor with expansion 
modules from the multisio family

tcP / iP

KBR eBus

signals and Energy data 
  Recording and optimizing energy 

multimess
Multimeter with load profile memory

multimess
Multimeter

4 x analog 4 x PT1000 4 x current

4 x digital 4 x analog 4 x Relais
2 x relay
1 x PT1000
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multicomp with securec®
Display for reactive power controller

multisys
Gateway

visual energy 4 
Energy information center

multisys
System center 
Web Server
SQL database

multicomp with securec®
Reactive power controller with expansion module
from the multisio family

tcP / iP

KBR eBus

system integration 
  Analyzing and controlling energy

Power Quality 
  Compensating reactive current and 
 improving network quality

Recording, monitoring, analyzing, optimizing and evaluating: 

with a perfectly coordinated range of products, KBR offers solutions for 

all central tasks that are demanded of contemporary energy management.

KBR EnergyManagement | KBR  system

2

3

4

Power

1

Power

selectmenu
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multimess multimeters are suitable for any application. 
They are available in various performance classes and 
equipped with LE or LC displays.
Bus capability and load profile memory create the basis for 
an efficient energy monitoring and safe electricity net-
works. 
 
multicount devices are compact and powerful Energy 
meters to record the consumption of active and reactive 
energy. They are optionally bus compatible and equipped 
with a load profile memory.

multisio components serve to record and store pulses de-
centrally – for any energy forms, such as electricity, water, 
gas, thermal heat, cryogenic power or compressed air. In 
addition, temperatures and analog values can be recorded, 
circuit states and the operating hours of consumers 
logged, or relays switched. 

multimax monitors and optimizes the energy consump-
tion behavior of connected loads, thereby eliminating ex-
pensive load peaks. Trend calculation procedures precisely 
determine the correct switch-off and switch-on times for 
optimizing consumers.

multimax 
Load management system

p page 56

multisio 
Signal processing

p page 48
Energy measuring devices

 
 
 
 

 
Energy meter

 

Signal processing 

Load management system

 

 

p Recording measured data   

p Reducing load peaks

p Processing pulses



KBR EnergyManagement |  signals and Energy data

multimess
Energy measuring devices

p page 22

multicount
Energy meters

p page 40

multimax
Load management system

p page 56

multisio
Signal processing

p page 48



systEm intEgRation

visual energy 4 is the web-based information center of 
the KBR system. The analysis and visualization software 
provides extensive options for recording, monitoring, 
analyzing, and optimizing technical networks and facilities. 
Practical functions, a clearly laid out user interface, intuitive 
operability and ease of adaptability to specific situations 
make visual energy 4 a powerful component of efficient 
energy management. visual energy 4 provides many op-
tions for evaluating data and for passing these on to SAP 
or SQL databases. The data that are read out via bus and 
stored in a database can be handed over to the business 
department without any problems.
 
The multisys system center controls the entire bus man-
agement. Equipped with the KBR visual energy 4 software, 
not only are data collected, but the system center also 
functions as a web server.
 
The KBR eBus is the communication path of the KBR 
system. Bus devices can be integrated almost without 
restriction, their load profiles conveniently read out and 
represented in a clear layout using visual energy 4.

Analysis and 
visualization software

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

System center
 
 
 

Bus system

p Analyzing energy data

p Increasing operational safety  

p Recognizing savings potentials 
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KBR EnergyManagement |  system integration

visual energy 4
Analysis and 
visualization software

p page 72
 

multisys
System center

p page 80

KBR eBus
Bus system 


